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Week 6
Welcome to the first week of your Biblical Hebrew vocabulary learning workbook.  This work-
book is for those who do not wish to use the course DVD for all of their vocabulary learning, 
though it must be used for the listening exercises.

This workbook is based on extensive research on vocabulary learning.  The goal is to make your 
endeavor as easy and enjoyable as possible.  For example, to make your learning easier the lists 
in the program usually contain no more than seven words and never more than nine.  The pro-
gram seeks to make learning enjoyable by providing strategies to help students with a variety of 
learning styles.  Now enjoy your learning and be on the lookout for helpful tips and words of en-
couragement along the way.
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Day 1

Vocab list
w = and

h = the

l = to 

  b@ = in, at, with

-t)' = (direct object)

Nmi = from

l(a = upon, over, above 

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, if there is any color-coding in the list, code each of the words 
according to its part of speech. (There is no color-coding for this list so simply use black).  
(Colored pens or pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
5. For the first week there will be plenty  of examples.  You may use these examples, but this is 
your workbook, so be creative and enjoy your learning.    
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(Example #1 front page)
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(Example #1 back bage)
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(Example #2 front page)
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(Example #2 back page)
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua6a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Vocab list
l)e = to, toward

 r#$e)j = which

lk@f or lk@o = all

rma)f = he said

)Ol = not, Lo

Nb@' = son

yk@i = that, because, when

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
5. For the first week there will be plenty  of examples.  You may use these examples, but this is 
your workbook, so be creative and enjoy your learning.
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(Example front page)
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(Example back page)
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua6b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 6: Day 1 (page 8).
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Day 3

Vocab list
 hyFhf = he was

k@ = as, like

h#&f(f = he did, made

MyhiOl)v = God

)wOb@ = to come

 K7leme = king

CrE)e = land, earth

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
5. For the first week there will be plenty  of examples.  You may use these examples, but this is 
your workbook, so be creative and enjoy your learning.
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(Example front page)
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(Example back page)
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua6c.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 6: Day 2 (page 16).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 6: Day 3 (page 22).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua6d.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Week 7
Helpful tip: If you have the opportunity, try to use this workbook with a friend.  Studying with a 

friend can be helpful in several ways: 1) You may think of strategies together that will help  the 

vocabulary to stick in your minds, 2) You can hold one another accountable, so that you do not 

fall behind, and 3) You will probably  enjoy  your study more in a group.  An enjoyable 

atmosphere will facilitate your learning.
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Day 1

Vocab list
MwOy = day

#$y)i = man

hnEp@f = before, face

tyIb@a = house

 NtanF = he gave, put, set

 M(a = people

dyF = hand

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua7a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Vocab list
K7lahf = he walked, went

 rbfd@F = word, speech 

)w%h = he, it

  h)frF = he saw

d(a = until, as far as

b)f = father

hzE = this (m)

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua7b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 6: Day 1 (page 8).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 7: Day 1 (page 30).
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Day 3

Vocab list
 (ma#$f = he heard

rb@'dI@ = he spoke

b#$ayF = he sat , dwelt

ry(i = city

)cfyF = he went out

bw@#$ = to return

M)i = if

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua7c.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 6: Day 2 (page 16).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 7: Day 2 (page 34).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 6: Day 3 (page 22).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 7: Day 3 (page 38).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua8a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Week 8
After two weeks of study do you have a favorite type of strategy?  My favorite is pairing with a 

similar sounding English word (though Hebrew words do not always sound like English words).  

Consider asking someone else who is studying with you which strategy  works best for them.  

Also, if you think of a strategy that is not listed, feel free to use your own.  Those that are listed 

are there as aids if you need them.
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Day 1

Vocab list
hn%"hi = look, here is

 M(i = with

xqalf = he took

(dayF = he knew

hlf(f = he went up

NyI(a = eye, spring, Ain

 t)' = with

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua8b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Vocab list
hnF#$f = year

ynI)j = I

M#$' = name

xla#$f = he sent

twOm = to die

M#$f = there

lka)f = he ate

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua8b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 7: Day 1 (page 31).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 8: Day 1 (page 44).
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Day 3

Vocab list
dbe(e = servant, slave

Ny)' = nothing, is not

h#@$f)i = woman, wife 

MyInA#$; = two

 Mg%A = also

#$penE = inner self

Nh'k@o = priest

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua8d.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 7: Day 2 (page 34).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 8: Day 2 (page 48).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 7: Day 3 (page 38).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 8: Day 3 (page 52).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua8e.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Week 9
You are nearing the end of your learning of individual words.  Beginning next week you will 

study items that revolve around the individual words that you have already learned (you will see 

what I mean).  This means that  the hardest part of your endeavor should be over after this week.  

In the following weeks your learning will be facilitated as you begin to associate items that you 

have already studied. 
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Day 1

Vocab list
 ht@f)a = you (m. sing.)

hl@e)' = these

Nk@' = so, thus

)rFqf = he called

l)a = no, not

dxf)e = one (m)

  K7rEd@E = way

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua9a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Vocab list
 hj = (interrogative)

 )#&fnF = he lifted, carried, took

x)f = brother

Mw@q = to arise, stand 

yr"xj)a = after

t)Oz = this (f.)

#$)Or = head

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua9b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 8: Day 1 (page 44).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 9: Day 1 (page 58).
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Day 3

Vocab list
My#i& = to put, set

tb@a = daughter

MyIma = water

h)fm' = hundred

 hk@o = thus, here

 hmf = what?

 Mh' = they (m.)

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
Hebrew words on the front of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.  Leave plenty of room around the English meanings.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = 
noun, red = verb, blue = adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  (Colored pens or 
pencils will work better than markers).
3. On the back of the page next to the meaning of each word, do any of the following: sketch a 
picture, suggest a pantomime/gesture, suggest a physical action, relate the meaning to a personal 
experience, link the word to a similar sounding English word, or link the word to an English 
word with similar spelling (rare - would include words like “torah”).
4. Memorize the meanings of the words, using the front and back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua10a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 8: Day 2 (page 48).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 9: Day 2 (page 62).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 8: Day 3 (page 52).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 9: Day 3 (page 66).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua10b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Week 10
This week you will begin learning semi-productive and irregular forms as well as multi-word 

items.  Semi-productive forms are those that do not follow the normal pattern of the language, 

but that do follow some sort of a pattern.  For example, the past tense in English is normally de-

noted by -ed;  however, there are semi-productive forms like drink-drank, swim-swam and sing-

sang.  These forms follow a pattern, just not the normal one.  Irregulars, on the other hand, do not 

follow a pattern.  An irregular in English would be go-went.  Multi-word items are sequences of 

words that occur together frequently and in a fairly fixed pattern.  These items should be a great 

deal easier than the individual items you have learned because you have already seen them to a 

certain degree in both the earlier lists and in the listening activities. 
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Day 1

Vocab list
)b@ = )wOb@ 

My =  MwOy 

My#$inF)j = men

 Nt or t = NtanF

 K7l = K7lahf

b#$ = b#$ayF

r( = ry(i 

)c = )cfyF 

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
semi-productive form or irregular form on the front page and the root/meaning on the back page.  
For example, )b@ goes on the front page and )wb@ on the back page.

2. Color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = noun, red = verb, blue 
= adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other).  
3. Memorize the connections between the forms/meanings using the front and back of the page 
like a flashcard.
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua10c.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Vocab list
b#$ = bw@#$ 

xq = xqalf

(d = (dayF 

 tm = twOm

My#$inF = women, wives

 )#& = )#&fnF  

Mq = Mw@q 

M#& = My#i& 

twOnb@f = daughters

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the 
semi-productive form or irregular form on the front page and the root/meaning on the back page.  
For example, b#$ goes on the front page and bw#$ on the back page.

2. Color code each of the words according to its part of speech. (Green = noun, red = verb, blue 
= adjective, purple = pronoun and black = other). 
3. Memorize the connections between the forms meanings using the front and back of the page 
like a flashcard.
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua10d.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 9: Day 1 (page 58).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 10: Day 1 (page 72).
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Day 3

Vocab list
ybi)f + MyhiOl)v = God of my father

ybi)f + tyb@' = house of my father

#$penE + lk@f = every inner self/person

 l)'rF#&;yI + M(a + lk@f = all the people of Israel

h#@$enAm; + CrE)e + lk@f = all the land of Manasseh

h#$emo + yr"b;d@I + lk@f = all the words of Moses

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list  into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the BH 
words on the front and back of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the items.  Orange = elements of the multi-word 
items; black = fillers.  In other words, the black words could be replaced by the letter X, while 
the orange items are the common elements.
3. Memory  aids will not help here so simply learn the meanings of the items, using the front and 
back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua10e.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 9: Day 2 (page 62).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 10: Day 2 (page 76).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 9: Day 3 (page 66).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 10: Day 3 (page 80).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua11a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Week 11
At this point, you may be wondering why you are learning multi-word items since you have 

already learned all of the individual words that  make them up.  Learning these items will help 

you to develop  fluency in reading and better comprehension.  Part  of being a good reader is the 

ability  to guess what will come next in a sentence even before you read it (though this may 

happen at an unconscious level).  Being able to guess effectively allows you to attain the type of 

speed necessary  to understand what you are reading.  Learning multi-word items gives you a 

better understanding of the relationships between words and aids in better guessing.  Also, some 

of the multi-word items cannot be understood by learning the meanings of the individual items 

alone.  For instance, you will learn the idiom for a person’s age that cannot be understood on the 

basis of the individual words that make up the item.
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Day 1

Vocab list
(a#$uwOhy: + l)e + hwFhy: +  rb@'dAy:wA\ rme)Oy,wA = and the Lord said/spoke to Joshua

dg%F + l)e + Nb'w%)r: + )rFq;y,IwA = and Reuben called to Gad

yr"xj)a + yhiy:wA = and it happened after 

k@; + yhiy:wA = and it happened at the moment that

Nk@' + hdFw%hy: + #&(ay,AwA = and Judah did thus

k@; +  MyIrAp;)e + #&(ay,AwA = and Ephraim did according to/as

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list  into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the BH 
words on the front and back of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the items.  Orange = elements of the multi-word 
items; black = fillers.  In other words, the black words could be replaced by the letter X, while 
the orange items are the common elements.
3. Memory  aids will not help here so simply learn the meanings of the items, using the front and 
back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua12a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Vocab list
Nd@"r:y,Aha  + l)e  + K7ley,"wA\ )Oby,FwA = and he came/went to the Jordan

l)e  + b#$fy,FwA\ Nmi + )c'y,"wA = and he went out from / and he returned to

wOxyrIy: + l)e + xla#$;y,IwA = and he sent to Jericho

y(ahf +l(a + l(ay,AwA = and he went up unto Ai

yki@ w%(d:yFw: = and they knew that

Nmi + xqAlf \ l;  + NtanF = he gave to / he took from

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list  into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the BH 
words on the front and back of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the items.  Orange = elements of the multi-word 
items; black = fillers.  In other words, the black words could be replaced by the letter X, while 
the orange items are the common elements.
3. Memory  aids will not help here so simply learn the meanings of the items, using the front and 
back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua13_14a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 10: Day 1 (page 72).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 11: Day 1 (page 86).
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Day 3

Vocab list
d(a + MyIrAc;mi + b@; + b#$ey,"wA = and he dwelt in Egypt until

yr"xj)am' + ywIl' + b#$f  = Levi returned from after

yrImo)v + yr"xj)a + w%kl;y,"wA = and they went after/followed the Amorites

yn"p; + mi \li = to / from the face (in the presence / away from the presence)

d(fl;g%I + yn"y(' + b@; = in the eyes of Gilead

ynI(jnAk@; + dyF + b@; +  NtanF = he gave into the hand of the Cannanites

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list  into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the BH 
words on the front and back of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the items.  Orange = elements of the multi-word 
items; black = fillers.  In other words, the black words could be replaced by the letter X, while 
the orange items are the common elements.
3. Memory  aids will not help here so simply learn the meanings of the items, using the front and 
back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua13_14b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 10: Day 2 (page 76).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 11: Day 2 (page 90).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 10: Day 3 (page 80).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 11: Day 3 (page 94).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua13_14c.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Week 12
By this week, you have probably  noticed that the "black" items in the multi-word items are 

proper nouns.  This is one the elements of this program that is designed to save you time and 

energy.  Often Hebrew materials have students learn proper nouns individually; however, the 

number of proper nouns in the Hebrew Bible is quite extensive.  Here they have simply been 

placed in multi-word items where the letter ‘X’ would have sufficed and your learning burden 

has been decreased.  (You’re welcome).
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Day 1

Vocab list
hnF#$f + X + -Nb@e = son of X years (X years old)

K7rEd@F + b@a + K7ley,"wA =  and he walked in the way

 tyIb@a + )Oby,FwA =  and he entered the house

hmf + lf =  why?

)Ol + hj = (interrogative) + not

MwOy + ha + b@; + yhiy:wA = and it happened on the day

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list  into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the BH 
words on the front and back of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the items.  Orange = elements of the multi-word 
items; black = fillers.  In other words, the black words could be replaced by the letter X, while 
the orange items are the common elements.
3. Memory  aids will not help here so simply learn the meanings of the items, using the front and 
back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua13_14d.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Vocab list
h#&f(f + r#$e)j + lk@f = all that he did

r#$e)j + k@a = just as

M)i + yk@i = but rather, except

X + l)a  + rma)f = he said do not X

w%(d:yF/ w%(m;#$f + )Ol = they did not hear/know

)Ol + -M)i = if not

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list  into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the BH 
words on the front and back of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the items.  Orange = elements of the multi-word 
items; black = fillers.  In other words, the black words could be replaced by the letter X, while 
the orange items are the common elements.
3. Memory  aids will not help here so simply learn the meanings of the items, using the front and 
back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua15_17a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 11: Day 1 (page 86).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 12: Day 1 (page 100).
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Day 3

Vocab list
rbad: + k@i = according to the word

rb@ed@I + r#$e)j + k@a = just as he said

rb@ed@I + r#$e)j + rbfd@F = word which he said

rma)f + hko = thus says

dxf)e + -#$y)i = each man

dxf)e + -#$y)i + dxf)e + -#$y)i = one man by one man

Instructions
1. On the next blank page, shape the following list  into a pattern of your choosing.  Write the BH 
words on the front and back of the page and their meanings in the corresponding places on the 
back of the page.
2. On the front of the page, color code each of the items.  Orange = elements of the multi-word 
items; black = fillers.  In other words, the black words could be replaced by the letter X, while 
the orange items are the common elements.
3. Memory  aids will not help here so simply learn the meanings of the items, using the front and 
back of the page like a flashcard.
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua18a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 11: Day 2 (page 90).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 12: Day 2 (page 104).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 11: Day 3 (page 94).

2. Review the vocabulary list from Week 12: Day 3 (page 108).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua19_20a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Week 13
You have already  begun to learn some associations between words by learning multi-word items; 

however, this week you will begin to learn semantic associations between words.  Building 

associations between words is one of the surest  ways to help them to stick in your memory. Yet, 

associating words too early  on in the learning process may cause confusion.  This is why you are 

only now beginning to associate them.  These associations will now take the place of the need to 

review the items you learned in the earlier weeks of the program.
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Day 1

Matching
 M(i  hk@o

Nk@' tb@a

)Ol t)Oz

hzE  hj

h h#@$f)i

#$y)i  t)'

Nb@' l)a

Instructions
1. Draw a line from each word to the most closely related word in the second column.
2. The words can be synonyms (similar meanings), antonyms (opposites), homonyms (similar/
same spelling), semantic domain (i.e. people, family), etc...
3. See following page for answers.
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Answers

 M(i  hk@o

Nk@' tb@a

)Ol t)Oz

hzE  hj

h h#@$f)i

#$y)i  t)'

Nb@' l)a
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua22a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Matching
xqalf b#$ayF

)cfyF yr"xj)a

rbadF@ My#&i

l)e  NtanF

d(a Nmi

Mw@q bw@#$

 )#&fnF  (ma#f$

Instructions
1. Draw a line from each word to the most closely related word in the second column.
2. The words can be synonyms (similar meanings), antonyms (opposites), homonyms (similar/
same spelling), semantic domain (i.e. people, family), etc...
3. See following page for answers.
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Answers

xqalf b#$ayF

)cfyF yr"xj)a

rbad@F My#&i

l)e  NtanF

d(a Nmi

Mw@q bw@#$

 )#&fnF  (ma#f$
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua22b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 12: Day 1 (page 100).

2. Review the matching from Week 13: Day 1 (page 113).
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Day 3

Matching

CrE)e M#$f

 K7leme  (ma#$f

(dayF MyIma

hyFhf Ny)' 

M#$' Ny)' 

h)frF dbe(e

lk@o h#&f(f

Instructions
1. Draw a line from each word to the most closely related word in the second column.
2. The words can be synonyms (similar meanings), antonyms (opposites), homonyms (similar/
same spelling), semantic domain (i.e. people, family), etc...
3. See following page for answers.
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Answers

CrE)e M#$f

 K7leme  (ma#f$

(dayF MyIma

hyFhf Ny)' 

M#$' Ny)' 

h)frF dbe(e

lk@o h#&f(f
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua22c.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 12: Day 2 (page 104).

2. Review the matching from Week 13: Day 2 (page 119).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the vocabulary list from Week 12: Day 3 (page 108).

2. Review the matching from Week 13: Day 3 (page 123).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua22d.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Week 14
Wow, you have finally  made it.  You are in the last week of this first session of vocabulary 

learning.  This week you will continue to sure up your knowledge of the items that you have 

already studied by building more associations.  You will associate words by placing them into 

categories.  You will then have solidified your knowledge one fourth of the words necessary for 

reading the Book of Joshua.  You will also be well on your way to having a sufficient vocabulary 

for dealing with texts from the Hebrew Bible at a verse-by-verse level.
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Day 1

Categorization

Pronouns Numbers/

time

MyInA#$; )w%h hnF#$f ynI)j

 hmf hl@e)'  r#$e)j dxf)e

MwOy  ht@f)a h)fm'  Mh'

Instructions
1. Place each item in the correct category.
2. See following page for the answers.
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Answers

Pronouns Numbers/

time
ynI)j hnF#$f

)w%h MyInA#$;

 r#$e)j dxf)e

hl@e)' h)fm'

 hmf MwOy

 Mh'

 ht@f)a
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Day 1

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua23_24a.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Categorization

Prepositions Body part Body process Conjunctions

l w hnEp@f M)i

dyF   b@ yk@i NyI(a

lka)f #$)Or l(a k@

twOm

Instructions
1. Place each item in the correct category.
2. See following page for the answers.
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Answers

Prepositions Body part Body process Conjunctions
l hnEp@f lka)f M)i

  b@ NyI(a twOm w

k@ dyF yk@i

l(a #$)Or
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Day 2

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua23_24b.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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Day 2

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the matching from Week 13: Day 1 (page 115).

2. Review the categorization from Week 14: Day 1 (page 129).
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Day 3

Categorization

People/beings Place

x)f tyIb@a   K7rEd@E MyhiOl)v

b)f Nh'k@o ry(i  M(a

Instructions
1. Place each item in the correct category.
2. See following page for the answers.
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Answers

People/beings Place
MyhiOl)v   K7rEd@E

x)f tyIb@a

 M(a ry(i

Nh'k@o

b)f
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Day 3

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua23_24c.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.

Day 3

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the matching from Week 13: Day 2 (page 119).

2. Review the categorization from Week 14: Day 2 (page 133).
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Day 4

Review

Instructions:

1. Review the matching from Week 13: Day 3 (page 113).

2. Review the categorization from Week 14: Day 3 (page 147).

Day 4

Listening activity

Instructions:

1. joshua23_24d.mov - on DVD

2. While doing this exercise do not try to understand everything.  Just try to grasp the overall 

meaning of the passage.

3. Each recording lasts roughly10-15 minutes.
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